
Comorbid Presence of Presence of Presence of Presence of Any existing 
Disorders comorbid condition comorbid condition comorbid condition comorbid condition psychiatric disorder 
(Substance Abuse, may influence may influence may influence may influence that would require 
depression, anxiety) choice of level of choice of level of choice of level of choice of level of hospitalization 

care care care care 
Structure Self-Sufficient Self-Sufficient Needs some Needs supervision Needs supervision Needs medical 
Needed for structure to gain at all meals or will during and after supervision or 

Eating! we weigh  restrict eating meals or refusing oral 

Gaining naso gastric/special 
feeding but 
amenable to Total 

Weight 
3+ Needs feeding Parenteral 
supervision at all Nutrition 
meals or will (TPN) 
restrict eating  

Impairment & Able to exercise for Able to exercise for Structure required Complete role Complete role Complete role 

Ability to Care fitness, but able to fitness, but able to to prevent patient impairment, cannot impairment, cannot impairment, 

for Self; Ability control compulsive control compulsive from compulsive eat and gain weight eat and gain weight cannot eat and 

to Control 
exercising exercising exercise by self; structure by self; structure 

gain weight by 
self; structure 

Exercise 
required to prevent required to prevent required to prevent 
patient from patient from patient from 
compulsive compulsive compulsive 

exercising exercising 

Purging Can greatly reduce Can greatly reduce Can greatly reduce Needs supervision 
Behavior 

purging in non- 
structured settings; no 

purging in non- 
structured settings; no 

purging in non- 
structured settings; no during and after all 

(Laxatives and significant medical significant medical significant medical meals and in 
Diuretics) complications such as complications such as complications such as bathroom 

ECG abnormalities or ECG abnormalities or ECG abnormalities or 
others suggesting the others suggesting the others suggesting the 
need for hospitalization need for hospitalization need for hospitalization  

Environmental Others able to Others able to Others able to provide at Severe family Severe family 
Stress provide adequate provide adequate  least limited support and conflict, problems, conflict, problems, or 

emotional and emotional and 
structure 

or absence so as absence so as unable 
practical support practical support 3+ (>18) Severe family unable to provide to provide structured 
and structure and structure conflict, problems, or structured treatment in home, or 

absence so as unable o 
provide structured treatment in home, live alone without 

treatment in home, or or live alone adequate support 

live alone without without adequate system 
adequate support support system 
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